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I was listening to a
gentleman Named Richard
Koch on a Tim Ferris
podcast who had 20
studied unreasonably
successful people.
He defined Unreasonable
success as unexpected,
more than they deserved
and terrifically successful
at changing the world in
the way you want to
change it.

The People:
Jeff Bezos, Bill Bain, Bruce
Henderson, Otto von Bismark,
Winston Churchill, Marie
Curie, Davinci, Walt Disney,
Bob Dylan, Albert Einstein,
Victor Frankl, Steve Jobs,
John Maynard Keynes, Lenin,
Madonna, Nelson Mandela, JK
Rowling, Helena
Rubestein,Margaret Thatcher,
St. Paul

Successful people typically
don't plan their success.
Instead they develop a
unique philosophy or
attitude that works for
them. They stumble across
strategies that are
shortcuts to success and
latch onto them. Events
hand them opportunities
they could not have
anticipated. Often their
peers with equal or
greater talent fail while
they succeed. It is too
easy to attribute success
to inherent, unstoppable
genius.

He contrasted this with Malcolm Gladwells
Outliers and 10,000 hours and said was that it?
It wasn’t in many cases. Although many of
the 20 did put in 10,000 hours. It got him
thinking and he cam up with 50 Traits /Reasons
for unreasonable success.

He found that many of the 50 Reasons
applied to less that half of the 20 (high
risk taker for example was only in 9) He
found 9 were Universal!

1. Self Belief
u

They all believed in what they were doing and that he/she could accomplish
it.

u

Bob Dylan – unknown arriving in NYC at 19. Mentored with Woodie Guthrie.
Rejected by all the folk labels but signed by Columbia which lead to records,
gigs, and opportunities and became the voice of a generation.

u

Is there someone you can “be mentored by” who’s already done it?

2. Olympian Expectations
u

They expected a huge amount from themselves and then
from other people.

u

Bezos believes High Expectations on a High Expectations
team will meet high expectations. Standards slip
without high expectations and beliefs.

u

Are you relentless in your standards? If not how can you
expect others to be? Minimum Viable Audience

3. Search for Transforming Experiences
u

An Experience in which you go in as one
person and come out as another -

u

Many Times Involves failure- Jeff Bezos was
fired at 26 as an investment banker. Met
David Shaw and recognized in 1992 the
power of the internet. Margaret Thatcher
had the Falklands invaded. Lenin had his
brother executed.

u

Often working for someone who’s unusually
successful

u

Can manufacture an experience by keeping
thirsty for learning

4. A breakthrough achievement
u

What are you doing that changes
the world?

u

Lenin decided to cause
revolution in Russia

u

Its one thing not serial
achievement – becomes a
lifelong purpose

u

Who tells/told you you cant do
this?

5. Make your own Trail
Become focused and work out a way of doing something that goes off path of everyone else.
Don’t take on the big guys at something they are better at!

6. Find and Drive your Personal Vehicle
u

A concept, an idea, an
organization, a company.
Churchill and Thatcher had
the British state

u

You can change the world
but you can’t do it on your
own (get support)

Walt Disney – cartoons with
voices – Disillusioned in the
1940’s decided to create
Disneyland – without the
support of his Board – he sold
everything – risked it all – and
the Board came on Board.
Who/what can support you?

7. Like the setbacks
u

Setbacks give you feedback and might tell you if you are on the wrong path.

u

I also think about Winston Churchill and his wonderful failures. He went away from those failures,
obviously a bit depressed at times. He went and did something completely different for a time, of
getting out of politics, after he ruined the Gallipoli campaign, the Dardanelles campaign, in 1915 and
sent several thousand people to their deaths, from a harebrained scheme that he invented. He got out
of politics for a time. He joined the regular army, and he went to the Western Front.

u

In 1929, he was on the verge of bankruptcy, as a result of having invested heavily in stocks in 1928.
When the crash came along, the Wall Street crash, he was almost bankrupt. Also, he was very
unpopular with his fellow conservative leaders at that time because he’d made a number of mistakes
in 1925, in going onto the gold standard for Britain and in antagonizing the miners leading to the
general strike of 1926, alienating the whole of the organized labor movement. So he was unpopular
with his party. He was on the verge of bankruptcy. He went off and did a huge lecture tour of America,
which was very successful, and then he got run over on Fifth Avenue by a car and suffered some quite
serious injuries, but battered and bruised, he’d gotten up and did it again.

u

You can see from it once he writes that he thinks what’s happening to him is terribly important. Most
people would say, “No, this is a semi-comical drunk who has basically had a series of failures.” But
Winston Churchill didn’t see it that way. It’s very interesting, the psychology of not being resilient, but
actually really liking failures because they make you seem important in some ways.

u

What feedback are you getting currently?

8. Acquire deep knowledge and a longrange vision
u

Be relentless (go to
relentless.com)

u

Nelson Mandela – intuition that
people in Government were
willing to change and make a
deal – took 5 years

u

We overestimate what we can do
in 12 months and underestimate
what we can do in 10 years.
What’s a Huge Goal to you?

9. Distort Reality
u

Get people to believe in your reality. Charisma- Become a visionary – Steve Jobs
ability to convince himself, and others around him, to believe almost anything
with a mix of charm, charisma, bravado, hyperbole, marketing, appeasement and
persistence. It was said to distort his co-workers' sense of proportion and scales of
difficulties and to make them believe that whatever impossible task he had at
hand was possible.

u

Be so energetic, work longer (but enjoy it), enthusiasm, belief

u

Oprahs Secret The secret, she explained, is “the power of service.” But you have
to hear her out or risk believing she thinks success equals serving others. Rather,
she goes on to recall how, when she asserted that she'd “only do shows that were
in alignment with [her] truth,” she became truly successful.
https://tinyurl.com/Oprahlink

